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There is two kind of week tide :

 Neap tide week, the sea don’t go so far, we have access only to the holding area
 Spring tide week, the sea go farer and we have access to the growing area

Winter season :

 Grading oysters on a grading machine which consist to :
 Fill up of oysters the big feeder
 Sorting oysters on rolling carpets to take off the dead one, the one with a bad shape and the 

one who are stock together to be split up by another person 
 Bagging the sorted oyster and build a pallet with the oysters sacks. Those pallets will be load on 

the trailer to go on the beach

Come with us at La Rocque...



Summer season :

 Rebagging oysters (splitting up one bag in 2 or 3 bags for example)
 - Filling up of oysters the small feeder
 - Sorting oysters inside that feeder 
 - Bagging the oysters and build a pallet with the new oysters sacks. Those pallets will be load 
on the trailer to go on the beach

 On the beach, oysters bags are turned to :
 - Change the position of the oysters inside the bag
 - Unstock oysters who are growing on/in the screen bag
 - Get rid of the sea weed on the top face of the sack, to up side down it in way for the sea 
weed to do less photosynthesis





All year long :

  The worked oysters are unload on the beach, in the oyster’s bed, either in the holding area or 
the growing area, depending if that oysters are for sell or grow

 Oysters are harvesting from the growing area to the holding area (to be work the week after the 
spring tide) and to the packing house to be work straight away. For that the oysters bags are load 
on the trailer




